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Houston Historic Flood:
Members Assist with Cleanup After Record Rainfall.
John Edel, DSO-MS 8 Coastal Region

HOUSTON, Texas— Seventeen inches of
rain within 48 hours resulted in ﬂoods not
seens in nearly four decades. Members of
the Auxiliary helped clean up local waterways after the storm. Page 13.
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received orders to conduct such examinations.

3)
In Section III – Remarks, it is recommended that examiners indicate who issued their orGregory B. Kester, Deputy Director Prevention ders for doing the exams. It should be noted that
ONLY Sector Coast Guard Uninspected Com(DIR-PD)
mercial Vessel Coordinators may issue orders for
these types of examinations. Auxiliarists cannot
After many years of misreporting and for a variety provide Assignment to Duty for Uninspected
of other reasons, a new form was created for the Commercial Vessel exams.
reporting of the Uninspected Commercial Vessels. This new form (the ANSC 7066 Commercial In addition, there are instructions for logging
travel and prep time associated with this activiVessel Examination Activity Report) is located
ty on the ANSC-7029. For those members that
on the PDF Forms for Auxiliarists page at: http://
are working on their AUX-CFVE, AUX-UPV or
forms.cgaux.org/archive/a7066.pdf .
A
AUX-UTV qualiﬁcation, their
The new 7066 form resolves
h
hours are reported
several issues including
o
on the ANSC 7030
the problem of unqualiﬁed
fo
form under either 80B
examiners entering and
- Commercial Fishing
getting credit for UninV
Vessel Training & Qualspected Passenger Vessel,
iﬁcations, 80D - UPV
Uninspected Towing Vessel
Tr
Training & Qualiﬁcations
and Commercial Fishing
or 80F - UTV Training
Vessel Examinations mak& Qualiﬁcations. The
ing the data we report to the
ex
examinations that memvarious Coast Guard oﬃces
be
bers conduct during
inaccurate. Some of the
the
their training for those
changes made include:
qu
qualiﬁcations are entered
in
ttheir PQS booklet so
1)
Removal of the traintha
that they receive credit
ee option in Section I and II
for their required training
2)
Section II hours
exa
examinations.
incurred and the number
of examinations conducted on Commercial Fishing
Vessels, Uninspected Passenger Vessels, and Uninspected Towing Vessels can
only be listed by Auxiliarists holding a current/
valid Letter of Designation as a ‘AUX-CFVE’
- Commercial Fishing Vessel Examiner, ‘AUXUPV’ - Uninspected Passenger Vessel Examiner,
or ‘AUX-UTV’- Uninspected Towing Vessel Examiner from the Sector Commander/Captain of
the Port/Oﬃcer in Charge of Marine Inspections
under whom they work and from whom they have
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Port and Facility Activities
Beyond Operations and Recreational
Boating Safety:

Unique Opportunities Within
Marine Safety
Sue Fry, DVC-PS
A hidden gem of an opportunity to support the
active duty Coast Guard is found in the halls of
Marine Safety as an Auxiliary Assistant Facilities
Inspector. “For purposes of 33 CFR 101, (Navigation and Navigable Waters, Maritime Security:
General), Facility means any structure or facility
of any kind located in, on, under, or adjacent to
any waters subject to the jurisdiction of the U.S.
and used, operated, or maintained by a public
or private entity, including any contiguous or
adjoining property under common ownership or
operation” (taken from MEES Study Guide, Page
43). A Facility can more simply be explained as
a shipping terminal that handles foreign or domestic ships with dock areas that handle particular hazards such as the transferring of oil, gas,
chemicals or other materials.
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Whether you have had prior experience in visiting
the myriad of facilities we have across the country or have just begun your Auxiliary adventure in
Marine Safety, it is a challenging and worthwhile
education.
It all starts at the top with ‘Operations Policy and
Capabilities’, ﬁlters down through ‘Prevention’,
‘Inspections and Compliance’ and ﬁnally to the
‘Oﬃce of Port and Facility Compliance’ which
covers domestic ports, cargo and facilities. From
here, we arrive at our local Coast Guard Sector.
An Auxiliarist can begin by setting up an appointment with the Chief through the District Staﬀ
Oﬃcer-Marine Safety or an Auxiliary member
already active in the department. By visiting the
local Branch Chief and interviewing, showing an
interest in participating by setting up a day and
time for training and printing out the appropriate
performance qualiﬁcation standard (PQS), in this
case the Auxiliary Assistant Facilities Inspector
(AUX-EU), you are on your way.
The journey is not short as it can take months to
cover all the tasks listed in the PQS, but these
months will be shared in another short article covering the “how to” of earning the designation of
Auxiliary Assistant Facilities Inspector. Ω

BALTIMORE, Md.--An Auxiliary Assistant Facilities Inspector (AUX-EU) participates in the inspection of shipping terminals that handle foreign or domestic ships located in, on, under, or adjacent to
any waters subject to the jurisdiction of the U.S. like in the Facility Inspection teams pictured above.
Coast Guard photos by Petty Oﬃcer 2nd Class David Marin
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Marine Safety and Environmental Protection Education
and Training Programs
Deborah Johnson, DVC-PO
Many of our members want to know what missions and activities are available to them in addition to the more traditional Boat Crew, Vessel
Examiner, Public Education Instructor, Public Affairs Watchstander and Program Visitor missions.
Most members really don’t know much about
the Marine Safety and Marine Environmental
Protection missions (MS/MEP) overseen by the
Prevention Directorate and are often intimidated by what appears to be a very complex set of
missions with a lot of training attached. Members
and Marine Safety Staﬀ Oﬃcers should visit the
National Prevention Directorate website frequently to browse through the various missions and
learn what we do.
The truth is that there are missions in Prevention
that any member of the Auxiliary can do without
additional training whether they are young and ﬁt,
up in years, or physically challenged. Not all of us
are capable of climbing a Jacob’s ladder to assist
with a Port State vessel inspection, but all of us
can put MS/MEP literature into plastic baggies
to be handed out to marine stakeholders during
a free Commercial Fishing Vessel Exam or a
Vessel Safety Check, or at a Public Aﬀairs booth,
or in a Public Education class – or many other
venues where we try to educate the public about
our marine and freshwater environments and the
eﬀects that human activities may have on these
environments.
As discussed in the Spring 2016 issue of Safety
Lines, the Communication and Education Division
is one of ﬁve divisions within the Directorate (Outreach, Navigation Systems, Commercial Vessels,
and Port and Facility Activities are the other four),
and includes the newsletter branch, the Directorate website, special projects and the MS/MEP
training program and qualiﬁcations.
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While there are many activities that any member
can participate in with little or no additional training, there are also educational opportunities within the Prevention program. These programs allow
members interested in learning more to improve
both their knowledge and skills, and to become
better able to contribute to the Prevention mission
goals of promoting marine safety, protecting our
natural environments and educating the public
about these issues.
Our premier training program, formerly called the
Trident Program, is
the Marine Safety
Insignia Training
Program. It includes
the Good Mate
course which promotes clean boating
and environmental
protection through
Best Practices, and
the Introduction
to Marine Safety and Environmental Protection
course (IMSEP), which is the basic educational
tool for members who wish to focus on Prevention missions. This course counts as two points
toward the AUXOP device and provides marine
safety and environmental protection education for
members who want more in-depth participation in
these missions including the opportunity to augment such missions at a Coast Guard Sector as
needed.
Additional coursework needed for
many Prevention
activities includes
the Incident Command System (ICS)
series: ICS 100,
200, 210 or 300,
700 and 800. If
members are called
upon to participate
in a readiness exercise or respond
to an incident to assist either the Coast Guard or
(Continued on page 6)
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other Education and Training Programs
(Continued from page 5)
g
government agenccies that might
re
request our assista
tance, then they
m
must be familiar
w
with and able to
fu
function within the
IC
ICS structure and
p
process. These
ccourses are also
p
part of our Auxiliary surface operatitions programs so
n
not all are unique
to the Prevention
program.
Once a member has completed the Good Mate,
IMSEP and ICS courses, and one Performance
Qualiﬁcation Standard (PQS) he/she is eligible
to apply for the Marine Safety
Training Ribbon (MSTR) which
indicates that the wearer has
a basic knowledge level to
participate in most Prevention
missions, either on their own where appropriate,
or as a trainee for one of the PQSs oﬀered on an
as needed basis by the Sectors. The application
is found in the ‘Members Only’ section of the Prevention Directorate website, and, once ﬁlled out,
is sent to the District Staﬀ Oﬃcer-Marine Safety
for review together with the speciﬁed supporting documents. Members who wear this ribbon
have demonstrated their commitment to engage
knowledgeably in Prevention missions. This is an
award that really should be earned by MS Staﬀ
Oﬃcers at all levels in order to have suﬃcient
program knowledge to execute the duties of their
oﬃce properly.
For members desiring to specialize in particular
areas or skill sets, the MS/MEP PQSs provide
additional training and are mentored by Verifying
Oﬃcers (VO) – members of the Auxiliary who
already hold the PQS and members of the Active
Duty and/or Reserve components of the USCG.
The list of PQSs is also found on the Prevention
Directorate website. Two of them – Auxiliary
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Administrative and Management Specialist PQS
(AUX MSAM) and Auxiliary Prevention Outreach
Specialist (AUX MEES) – are Auxiliary-only PQSs
and must be mentored only by an Auxiliarist who
holds that particular PQS. The ﬁnal Letter of
Designation (LOD) is issued by the DIRAUX of
the member’s home District. The remaining PQSs
are trained through the Sectors on an as-needed
basis. If the Sector does not need the service,
training for a particular PQS will not be oﬀered.
The PQS tasks are signed oﬀ by VOs who hold
the PQS and the LOD is issued by the Captain of
the Port (COTP).
Not everyone who wishes to participate in MS/
MEP missions will decide to strike for the Marine
Safety Insignia (MSI - formerly Trident Device)
and it is not necessary to have the Insignia to
augment at a Sector. Some members pick only
one or two areas of specialization and work to
assist in those areas for many years.
Members who do wish to earn the Insignia need
to complete a total of four PQSs and provide ﬁve
(5) years of MS/MEP service at a
minimum of 96 hours per year as
recorded in AUXDATA.
Once these requirements have
been met, the application for the
Marine Safety Insignia (MSI) is found on the
Members Only portion of the Prevention Directorate website, and is submitted to the DSO-MS
together with copies of all supporting documentation (course completion certiﬁcates, PQS booklets with LODs and AUXDATA record of service)
and a Letter of Recommendation from the COTP.
This information applies to both Permanent and
Conditional MSI award applications, and must be
completely updated when converting a Conditional award to the Permanent award of the MSI. The
Insignia is awarded by the COTP of the Sector in
which the Insignia is earned.Ω
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Prevention Outreach
News from the Sea Partners
Program
Mary T. Larsen (DVC-PW)
To augment the printed materials available from
ANSC we now oﬀer an “app” that provides an
interactive game for young people about marine
pollution prevention. It is available for download
FREE from the Google App Store or the Apple
App Store (IOS). The title of the app is “Sea Urchin’s Coastal Cleanup Adventure”.
The app teaches children about marine debris
through fun, interactive games, puzzles and
coloring activities. Each page contains elements
that respond to touch and activity pages include
connect the dots, a memory game, puzzles and
more.
Please help us spread the word about this engaging new way to educate children.
As a reminder, our Branch Chief (BC) for the
Sea Partners Program is Toni Borman and she
would like to be included in the routing for reports
you send forward. That will allow her to get an
idea of how the Sea Partners program is doing
nationwide. Please feel free to send her your
questions about the program too. Her email is
toniborman@gmail.com.
Screenshots of the app

Note: The QR codes provided direct users to
the app for Apple/iPad or Android tablets. While
not recommended for phones or screens unso run on most smart
der 7 inches wide, it will also
phones. Ω

Apple App Store

Android on Google Play
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Chart Updating:
Change is Inevitable
Ed Martin, DVC-PN
The one thing that can be said about technology
is that it brings continual change requiring us to
adapt if we want to be successful. The recent
discontinuance of Cooperative Charting Web
(CCWEB) continues to generate many questions,
comments and concerns about our long-standing
Cooperative Charting Program. Despite the regrettable short-notice and disruption to the Chart
Updating Reporting System, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s Oﬃce of Coast
Survey (NOS) aﬃrms its commitment to working closely with
the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary,
maintaining our very successful
relationship, and ﬁnding suitable
solutions for the near and long
term.
As you are aware, our discontinued Chart Updating Web (CUWeb) notiﬁes members to submit
nautical chart discrepancies and
updates via nauticalcharts.noaa.
gov/discrepancy. This direction
is intended to oﬀer an interim solution until
alternatives are evaluated and a permanent
process is implemented.
I am pleased to report that we are developing a
user-friendly PDF ﬁllable form with similar “feel”
to the CUWeb interface which will allow observers to input data and attach it and any other supporting documentation to the discrepancy report.
To supplement the form, we are developing easy
user instructions for ﬁlling out the discrepancy
report via the Coast Survey website.
Work has already started to evaluate alternatives
before implementing a permanent process and
making appropriate revisions to our Cooperative
Charting Program Agreement. Working closely
with NOAA and NOS, we seek the system that is
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mutually beneﬁcial to our organizations.
In conversations with Russell Proctor, Chief, Navigation Services Division, Oﬃce of Coast Survey,
NOS, NOAA, he stated, “Not surprisingly, the CG
Auxiliary is characteristically proactive in this matter; we truly appreciate the interest and energy
being focused to make the course correction.” Ω
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Marine Safety and Environmental Protection Activities and Training in D5
South
Dave Gruber DSO-MS, District 5 Southern
Region

Multiple training opportunities help energize Marine Safety program participation.
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another AUX-MEES session. Mark Babcock,
Assistant District Staﬀ Oﬃcer-Marine Safety,
Sector Hampton Roads, is organizing Marine
Safety mentors who are active duty Coast Guard
with Marine Science qualiﬁcations in order that
more Auxiliarists may achieve additional PQSs.
Allen Fredd, Assistant District Staﬀ Oﬃcer-Marine
Safety for Commercial Vessels is spearheading
additional training opportunities for Auxiliarists to
earn both the Auxiliary- Uninspected Passenger
Vessel examiner and the Commercial Fishing
Vessel Examiner PQSs. Vern Scott, Assistant
District Staﬀ Oﬃcer-Marine Safety for Sector
North Carolina is overseeing several beach
cleanups within the Sector.

This past quarter, Auxiliarists
in Fifth Southern completed
ﬁve Auxiliary Marine Safety
Through participating in workshops at D-Train,
Administrative and Manageconducting the three-day AUX-MEES PQS
ment Specialist (AUX-MSAM)
course in Yorktown during S-Train, and the use of
performance qualiﬁcation stan- the “Go To Training” sessions, our members have
dards (PQSs) and three
become more aware, excited about, and engaged
Auxiliary-Prevention Outin the Marine Safety arena.Ω
reach Specialist
(AUX-MEES)
PQSs. We conducted two online “Go to
Training” sessions and presented the
“Good Mate” program for two sessions
to about 30 participants. Thus far this
year, 29 Auxiliarists have completed the
“Good Mate” course. Additionally, 13
Auxiliarists completed the “Introduction
to Marine Safety and Environmental
Protection” course; one Auxiliarist completed the AUX-ED (Pollution Responder) PQS, and one Auxiliarist completed
the Marine Safety Insignia (Trident)
Device. Additionally, between April 29May 1, 2016, during Sector Hampton
Roads Training Weekend in Yorktown,
our Marine Safety staﬀ hosted three
Members of District 5 Southern Region attend the Auxdays of AUX-MEES PQS training. Thus
iliary Marine Safety Administrative and Management
far, two Auxiliarists have completed this
Specialist and Auxiliary-Prevention Outreach Specialist
qualiﬁcation.
courses April 29-May1, 2016, at the Hampton Roads SecJessica Allard, Assistant District Staﬀ
Oﬃcer-Marine Safety, Sector Baltimore,
made plans for National Marina Cleanup Day. Participating members are also
in the process of making 1000 oil absorbent bags.
Sector Hampton Roads is planning

tor Training Weekend. Pictured are Nick Lomangino (front
row), Jim Hunt, Wes Batten, (second row), Louis Petzing,
Patrick O’Neil, Fred Hetzel, Diana Ipock (third row), Peter
McHugh, and Teresa Smith (fourth row). Participants not
shown include Allen Fred, Mark Babcock and Dave Gruber. Photo by Michelle Thornton, District Captain, South
Hampton Roads.
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District 5 Northern Region
Modeling Aids to Navigation
By Ron West, DSO-NS 5 Southern Region

Models of aids to navigations are great training
tools for Public Education and Member Training
programs and can be rewarding to build. The
ﬁrst thing you will need to decide is what aids
you want to model. Models of local aids that your
audience is likely to encounter while boating are
recommended. If you are working in an area that
has federal aids, then use examples such as safe
water markers, preferred channel markers, nuns,
cans, lighted buoys, minor lights and day beacons. If you work in an area such as a lake, then
include the type of private markers that are found
there. Folks who use inland rivers should focus
on those types of markers.
Materials needed will depend on
the type or types of markers you
plan to make. Most can be made
from small scraps of wood and a
little paint. Lighted markers
will require small lights and a source of power.
For the lighted aids, you can use an inexpensive
string of Christmas tree lights, 2AA battery packs,
light switches from a local electronics store such
as Radio Shack and a few short pieces of wire.
The total cost per lighted aid runs about $10
including the pair of 2AA batteries. The cost of a
non-lighted aid is practically zero.
While any size of model can be built, I found that
a model of a lighted ﬂoating aid with room for the
light, battery pack and switch worked pretty well if
it was about 10-12 inches tall and 5 or so inches
in diameter. Day markers and other ﬂoating aids
can be just about any size you choose. If they
are going to be located at the head of a classroom, then larger is better. If they will be passed
around, smaller ones would be easier for the
students to handle.
These models will be used at the ATON C-School
in Memphis at the end of July. Ω

The lighted buoy pictured above modeled
complete with a bell.
Lower photo: A miniature light from an inexpensive set of Christmas lights sits atop a
dowel rod in this model of a channel marker.
Photos by Ron West, DSO-NS, 5NR
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Several divisions within District 7 are planning
Sea Partners training sessions July and August
focusing on youth groups including Boy Scouts
and Cub Scouts. This is in addition to the many
Sea Partners outreach activities conducted in
May. Members of Division 14 Northeast Florida
also assisted in ﬁnding the ﬁrst Loggerhead sea
turtle nest on Vilano Beach this season.

District 7
D7 PREVENTION NEWS
Phil Goodman, DSO-MS D 7
Pollution Response:
In May, Division 13 responded to ﬁve call outs
of reported sheens by Sector Key West. Flotilla
13-1 Key West and Division 13 staﬀ recently
conducted a community wide Hazardous Waste
Operations and Emergency Response
(HAZWOPER) class for Key West and
35 residents were certiﬁed. Two more
community classes are scheduled for
June and July in the Middle and Upper
Florida Keys. This is part of the program started in 2012 after Deepwater
Horizon to train the community and
prepare many volunteers to assist in an
oil spill in the Keys. To date more than
1200 residents have been trained in this
program.
In Division 9, Pat McCarn, Assistant
District Staﬀ Oﬃcer-Marine Safety,
Pollution Response, continues to coordinate the District 7 eﬀorts in the
Red Tide Sampling Program for Florida
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC). He is now in the process
of expanding the program to include all
of Florida’s East and West coasts. This
program is proving to be very beneﬁcial
to FWC in predicting Red Tide outbreaks.

Issue 2

Christopher von Zwehl, Assistant District Staﬀ
Oﬃcer-Marine Safety for America’s Waterway
Watch (AWW) has made great strides in promoting the program throughout the district. He

St. AUGUSTINE, Fla.—Members of Division 14 Northeast
Florida assisted in ﬁnding the ﬁrst Loggerhead sea turtle
nest of the season on Vilano Beach. The turtles are a protected species. Photo by Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission

Pat McCarn also organized another Pollution
Responder college with USCG Sector St. Petersburg. This was planned for the week of June
13-17 and 16 Auxiliarists enrolled. Currently there
are 46 certiﬁed Pollution Responders in D7 and
there is need for many more. This is a mission
in which the USCG requests assistance as there
are many reported sheens within D7. In addition,
a major oil spill on our shores like the Deepwater
Horizon spill could create many opportunities for
trained Auxiliary assistance.
Sea Partners, America’s Waterway Watch and
Other Outreach Programs

continuously recognizes the excellence of those
who have worked with him to help achieve his
goals and reminds others of the AWW materials
available at the USCG Auxiliary National Supply
Center.
UPV/CFVE and other Inspection Activities
Ed Pratt, Assistant District Staﬀ Oﬃcer -Marine
Safety-Inspections, Chris von Zwehl, Assistant
District Staﬀ Oﬃcer-Marine Safety-AWW, and
George Peek teamed up to organize a large D7
wide Uninspected Passenger Vessels (UPV)
training class at Sector Miami April 29 through
May 1, 2016. About 20 Auxiliarists from four SP(Continued on page 12)
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Pollution Response
(Continued from page 11)
Sectors and 10 divisions went to Miami for the
specialized training. They traveled under orders
and stayed on base for this event. They also
were able to tour the Fast Response Cutter Bernard Webber Saturday. This event was the ﬁrst of
its kind and more will be planned.
After the training, members of Division 17 Space
Coast returned and conducted “Operation Knock
Knock” in the city of Kissimmee, targeting UPV
operators and owners and visiting them one-onone, providing literature and arranging inspections.
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Certiﬁcations
Libby Rattrie, Assistant District Staﬀ Oﬃcer- Certiﬁcations, continues her push for Marine Safety
training. Her goals for 2016 are for all division
and ﬂotilla Staﬀ Oﬃcers-Marine Safety within the
district to receive the “Good Mate” and “Introduction to Marine Safety and Environmental Protection” training at a minimum.
Beach or Shoreline Cleanups
Division 13 Key West recently completed a cleanup of their highway/shoreline as part of the DOT
“Adopt a Highway” program, and Division 14
Northeast Florida participated in St. Johns County Coastal Clean Up at Vilano Beach in May.
Emergency Planning, Clean
Marina, Surface/Harbor Patrols,
Waterway Management and Other
MS Activities
Division 13 Key West conducted
Marine Patrols in the Florida Keys
National Marine Sanctuary in May,
advising boaters of the rules associated with the Sanctuary.Ω

MIAMI, Fla.— Members of the
D7 Marine Safety staﬀ teamed
up to organize a District 7-wide
Uninspected Passenger Vessels
(UPV) training class at Sector Miami April 29 through May 1, 2016.
About 20 Auxiliarists from four
Sectors and 10 divisions participated in the specialized training.
Photo by Chris Von Zwell
Participants toured the USCGC
Bernard Webber, a Fast Response Cutter, Saturday. Photo
by George Peek, one of the training organizers.
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Members Assist with Cleanup
After Record Rainfall.
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shore. Multiple large objects that presented a
hazard to navigation were also cleared, which
allowed SJRA to minimize the amount of time the
Reservoir needed to be closed.Ω

John Edel, DSO-MS 8 Coastal Region
Houston,Texas received 17” of rainfall in 48 hours
mid-April 2016, and with authorization from Sector Houston, the Lake Conroe Flotilla conducted
a Marine Safety Patrol in order to assist the San
Jacinto River Authority (SJRA) and Montgomery
County Precinct 1 Constables’ Oﬃce in keeping
boaters oﬀ the temporarily closed reservoir.
Before the patrol, members conducted a landside general assessment of the lake’s condition.
This assessment included an inventory of usable
launch ramps. During the patrol, multiple boats,
personal water craft and personal property items
were located ﬂoating freely in the lake. These
items were either picked up or called in to Tow
Boat US and the Constables’ Lake Patrol for
recovery. A few boaters who had ignored the
closure warnings were safely escorted back to

A landside general assessment of the lake’s
condition April 2016 included a survey of
usable boat ramps. Others were so ﬁlled with
hazards they they were not safely navigable.
USCG Auxiliary photo provided by John Edel

Rains April 18-20, 2016, in Houston, Galveston and surrounding areas beat records as far back as
Tropical Storm Allison in 2001. With some spots reporting as much as two feet of rain in under 48
hours, the storm led to widespread ﬂooding and prompted the National Weather Service to issue
a ﬂash ﬂood emergency warning. Once the rain ended, Flotilla 69 Lake Conroe, D8CR, conducted
a Marine Safety Patrol to assist the San Jacinto River Authority (SJRA) and Montgomery County
Precinct 1 Constables’ Oﬃce in removing debris from the reservoir that included everything from
ﬂoating planks and timbers to personal water craft that had come loose from their moorings. USCG
Auxiliary photo provided by John Edel
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Reporting oil spills and other Marine
Safety issues in District 8 Coastal
Region
John Edel, DSO-MS, D8CR
Eighth Coastal is focusing on observing and reporting oil spills that
were not previously reported. We are
doing this by utilizing our air assets,
documenting the locations with GPS
coordinates and pictures. We are
also focusing on marina visits. This
was presented to the Sector Prevention Chief who in turn assigned
a junior oﬃcer to the team to handle
any ensuing law enforcement issues.
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Flotillas in the Lake Texoma area are concentrating on the America’s Waterways Watch program,
attempting to keep boaters aware of any activities
that may aﬀect the safety zones around dams
and pipelines.
Auxiliary teams are absorbing the duties of life
raft inspections. The Coast Guard is training
members how to conduct life raft
inspections to ensure they are performed correctly. Any law enforcement issues are referred to an active
duty Coast Guardsman. Ω

Marine Safety Insignia Honorees
The Prevention Directorate congratulates the following members who earned the Marine
Safety Insignia. In order to earn the Marine Safety Insignia, members must complete Good
Mate, Introduction to Marine Safety and Environmental Protection, ICS 100, 200, 210 or 300,
700 and 800), four performance qualiﬁcation standards and ﬁve years of at least 96 hours of
service in Marine Safety/Marine Environmental Protections each year as recorded in AUXDATA. This is the highest qualiﬁcation in Marine Safety oﬀered by the USCG Auxiliary.
The application for the Marine Safety Insignia (MSI) is found on the Members Only portion of
the Prevention Directorate website, and is submitted to the DSO-MS together with copies of
all supporting documentation (course completion certiﬁcates, PQS booklets with LODs and
AUX DATA record of service) and a Letter of Recommendation from the COTP. This information applies to both Permanent and Conditional MSI award applications, and must be completely updated when converting a Conditional award to the Permanent award of the MSI

2016 Awardees to date:
Conditional Marine Safety Insignia:
Paul Guinnane, 091-20-01, Sector Detroit
Christopher J. Stevens, 091-20-12, Sector Detroit
Michael Mitchell, 113-01-09, Sector San Francisco
Thomas Blossom, 082-01-10, Sector Ohio Valley
Ronald Price, 054-23-01, Sector Baltimore

Permanent Marine Safety Insignia:
Ken Baron, 091-20-04, Sector Detroit
Jan Stenstrom, 114-05-13, Sector Los AngelesLong Beach
Wendy Norwitz, 054-23-01, Sector Baltimore
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Balancing Life with USCG and Auxiliary
Service
Tom Blossom, DSO-NS, ADSO-MS D8E,
Sector Ohio Valley
Never thought we’d spend much time in Texas,
but children and grandchildren change and often
direct the course of our lives. We recently came
to Houston for both. I had just turned 70, have a
part-time job back in Indianapolis, and love volunteering for the USCG and Auxiliary in central
Indiana as well as along the Ohio River, especially at Marine Safety Detachment Cincinnati. How
could I combine life elements, USCG Auxiliary
and family?
Two areas of my Auxiliary interests are Marine
Environmental Education and, since I was recently appointed District Staﬀ Oﬃcer-Navigation
Systems, also Navigation Systems. After eight
days visiting family in Houston in early May, my
wife Susan and I came down the Gulf coast to
Port Aransas on Mustang Island north of Corpus
Christi.
Corpus Christi is the ﬁfth largest port in the
U.S., surging tonnage, the deepest port on the
Gulf Coast, and all traﬃc has to come through
Aransas Pass. There is a Coast Guard Station
and Cutter in Port Aransas, and a Marine Safety
Detachment in Corpus Christi. The heat is not too
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bad in May compared to summer, and the coastal
breezes provide relief. There is the Padre Island
National Seashore about 30 miles down the Barrier Islands, but other than this coastal area, it is
a desert environment.
Port Aransas is one of the birding hotspots of
the world. We must have seen around 50 species between the fresh water ponds, estuaries,
and ocean since the ﬂyway is right up the Gulf
Coast. The University of Texas Marine Science
Institute is located here and is one of the main
educational centers of the National Estuarine
Research Reserves (NERR) system…and great
seafood! There is so much we love about this
island. Presently it is not overly commercialized
or industrialized. There are also lots of chances to observe ATONS and monitor USCG radio
communications. Coast Guard rotary wings are
on patrol each day. So much connects with our
Coast Guard mission interests.
Auxiliarists need to balance our service to the
missions of the USCG with our family, work,
and our need to rest and recreate. All shipmates
should be creative in ﬁnding ways to mix our
growth in service with all the other areas of life. Ω

Photo: Padre Island National Seashore is home to
numerous birds and other wildlife. White pelicans migrate here from Canada and the most northerly states
to winter on the island. Photo by U.S. National Park
Service
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District 8 Western Region

If you SEE something
SAY something!
Barry S. Berg, District Staﬀ Oﬃcer-Marine
Safety D8 Western Rivers
We have heard that slogan so much that I wonder if it has lost its impact. These six words encapsulate the concept and program of Maritime
Domain Awareness or MDA. I would like to focus
on the third word of the program name, “awareness.”
The United States Coast Guard performs this
mission using both response and prevention
resources. The Coast Guard ’s response component is visible as response boats provide protection to passenger vessels and capital ships of the
line moving in and out of US ports, and also as
it performs interdiction and enforcement activities. MDA is a vital, highly valued component of
prevention eﬀorts, since prevention rarely if ever
puts USCG personnel or assets at risk. The most
visible aspect of this prevention eﬀort is outreach, and that falls within the missions of the
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary.
The active duty and reserve components of
the Coast Guard number only about 50,000,
however, their mission is extremely broad and
far-reaching. Ensuring the safety and security of almost 28 million square miles of ocean
and U.S. coastal areas in addition to 3.8 million
square miles of territory is an impossible task
without the help of the American public. This
public awareness mission belongs to the USCG
Auxiliary. By using the public contact with the
maritime industry and recreational boating, we
are the means of delivering this important program information through our Public Aﬀairs, Vessel Examination and Member Training missions.
What is this program? It is America’s Waterway
Watch or AWW.
AWW is not an anti-terrorism program; it is a Maritime Domain Awareness program. Neither we as
Auxiliarists nor the general public are expected to
do anything more than observe and report. Acting

an be very dangerous and requires specialized
can
training. This is best left to Law Enforcement, but
we are the ﬁrst step: to observe and report. For
everyone’s own safety, it is best done discreetly
and at a distance, however, capturing essential
information is vital. What kind of things make up
MDA? Any activity that negatively impacts the
maritime environment such as potential terrorist activities, illegal immigration activities, drug
smuggling activities, felonious activities such as
robbery of goods in ports or vandalism of navigation or maritime infrastructure.
You can’t know for certain if activity you see is
one of the above and you shouldn’t, for your own
safety and the safety of those around you, get
close enough to observe closely. If, however,
you see activity that raises your suspicions, that
is cause enough to report it. Notice I mentioned
suspicious activity, not a suspicious person. For
example, seeing someone loitering near a controlled access to a Marine Transportation Security
Act (MTSA) Facility is not necessarily suspicious
activity in itself. Maybe the person is waiting for a
friend or loved one to ﬁnish their shift. However,
seeing one or more persons climbing around the
structure below a bridge deck may be suspicious.
It might be person(s) planting explosives rather
than teens seeking an adventurous pastime. It all
depends on the context of what you observe.
So what happens if you are wrong and there is
(Continued on page 17)
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If you SEE something, SAY something!
(Continued from page 16)
nothing harmful in the activity you observe? Well,
for the most part, it’s no harm, no foul. The proper
authorities will check it out and you have done
your part. Maybe they won’t even send someone. Perhaps unbeknownst to you, this activity
happens regularly and they know about it. Maybe
they have been contacted and the divers you
see around the power plant intakes are servicing
them. The best thing to do is make your report
and go about your business. Hanging around the
area may raise suspicions about you, or if they
are bad guys, draw their attention to you with
potentially deadly consequences.
Where do you report this activity? You call the

District 9 Central Region
Sea Partners Comes to
Northern Michigan.
By Kim Cole, DSO-MS District 9 Central
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National Response Center (NRC) at 877-2492824 (877-24-watch) or 911 if there is imminent
threat to life or property. If you can, jot down
relevant information to relay to the NRC. What
is relevant information? Color, year, make/
model, body, accessories, license, state or
“C.Y.M.B.A.L.S.” The better the description, the
easier enforcement can identify the parties involved. There isn’t time to cover everything adequately in this article, so let me refer you to
http://aww.uscg.mil.
aluable
Go through the website; there is a lot of valuable
th the
information there. Then as you interact with
general public or your shipmates let them know
about this essential program.
Remember we are Semper Paratus! Ω
Starting the end of April through the end of May,
the Sea Partners program in District 9 Central
held several events with schoolchildren from
grades 4 through 6. On Belle Isle we helped
work the “Detroit River Festival” and saw approximately 120 sixth-graders and their teachers/
chaperones. May 6 we moved to the University
of Michigan (UM) at Dearborn and spoke with
approximately 150 students and their
teachers/chaperones there as well.
During these events, environmental
groups from all over the state came to
see over 1500 students brought by their
schools.

DETROIT, Mich.—Kirsten Iglesias along with other Auxiliary members from District 9C (not shown) present the
“Sea Partners” program to a group of students at the
Detroit River Festival and University of Michigan (UM) at
Dearborn during April-May, 2016. The Auxiliarists focus
on keeping waterways clean as well as on water safety
topics. Photo by Kim Cole, DSO-MS D9C

Events like these are especially important in helping our students realize the
need to keep our Great Lakes clean and
also oﬀer opportunities to stress water
safety. By the end of May, our group
of Auxiliarists which included Kristen
Iglesias, Kim Cole and Joe Macri, along
with petty oﬃcers from Sector Detroit,
saw approximately 800 students and
their teachers, stressed the need to stay
safe on the water and talked about the
impact of pollution on our waterways.
Auxiliarists from District 9 Central have
worked with the diﬀerent environmental
groups for over 12 years doing these
events: Belle Isle/Detroit River Festival,
(Continued on page 18)
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District 9CR
(Continued from page 17)
Macomb Community College/Lake St.
Clair Water Festival, Oakland University/Clinton River Water Festival and University of Michigan Dearborn/Rouge Riverr
Water Festival with each event bringing approximately 1-3,000 students on campus.

DETROIT, Mich.—Kim Cole, DSO-MS 9 Central presents the “Sea Partners” program
to a group of students at the Detroit River Festival and the University of Michigan
(UM) at Dearborn during April-May, 2016.
Photo by Kirsten Iglesias

District 9 Central participates in many Sea
Partners events during the course of the year
throughout the district resulting in speaking with
over 75,000 people. Many times the schoolchildren have not had a chance to speak with an active duty Coastie, so these events give them the
opportunity to talk with the active duty and ask
them questions. These sessions help students
and their teachers learn more about what the
Coast Guard actually does. By the end of each
session, often the teachers comment about how
much even they learned from our programs. Ω

PATON: Warnings of the
Waterways
Ronald S. Baker, DSO-NS D9ER
The crew with the aids to navigation (ATON)
Veriﬁer (AV) waits for the private aids to navigation (PATON) lights to automatically come on; this
hazardous area has claimed the lives of mostly
inexperienced boaters over the years.
ATON Veriﬁer is one of the many options of mission choice with training. The Auxiliary member
can become a qualiﬁed ATON Veriﬁer by passing
a course and completing the performance qualiﬁcation standard (PQS). District 9ER currently is
using the online USCG Auxiliary AV course and
PQS that requires each section to be signed oﬀ
by an Auxiliary member holding the AV qualiﬁcation.
District 9ER Aids to Navigation Team (ANT)
Buﬀalo inspects all ATONs and the PATONs are
inspected by Auxiliary AVs; however, any ATON
or PATON found to be non-operational is reported
to the local USCG Station. District 9ER has approximately 450 PATONs in our area of respon-

sibility and each one plays an important role just
like the one by the town of Fairport (see photo).
Aids to navigation and private aids to navigation
tell boaters which way to go or warn of a hazard
hidden just below the surface of the water. ATON
Veriﬁers are true life savers every time a PATON
is reported as a ‘discrepancy’ on the U.S. Coast
Guard Aids to Navigation Report form ANSC
7054 (01-11). The local or nearest U.S. Coast
Guard Station must be notiﬁed and they will contact the Aids to Navigation Team Buﬀalo about
needed repairs.
This simple observation of a PATON discrepancy
should be reported by any member of the USCG
Auxiliary; you don’t have to be qualiﬁed AV to
report a hazard even as simple as the light not
working or a day board missing. Contact the local
USCG Station to check it out. This is like taking
the time to call the local authorities to report a
traﬃc light out of service before a car accident
happens.
ATON Veriﬁers work with the USCG local stations
(Continued on page 19)
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PATON
(Continued from page 18)
and even with the ANT Buffalo crew. It is something to
be proud of.
Upon passing the AV
course, the Auxiliary member is issued a certiﬁcate of
completion and awarded the
Auxiliary Operations Ribbon.
This qualiﬁcation makes the
member a part of the AV
operations team. While the
hours devoted to PATON
inspection may not seem
like you’re doing a lot, by
just looking at some object
making sure it is there or
ﬂoating in the correct position, in reality you are saving
a life when you conﬁrmed
whether or not the PATON
is operational. Ω

FAIRPORT, Oh.--A private aids to navigation inspection at sunset
near the east end of the partially sunken wall near the small town
June 2015. Inspections after sunset help to determine if the lights are
working properly. Photo by Ron Baker DSO-NS 9ER

Promulgation of the Navigation
Rules and Regulations Handbook
(ALCOAST 411/14)
Submitted by George Peek, DVC-PV
The Coast Guard announces a new version of
the Inland and International Rules and Regulations in electronic format and provides guidance
on when a hard copy of the new HANDBOOK
must be carried aboard a vessel. The old COMDTINST M16672.2D is replaced by COMDTINST
M16672.2, Navigation Rules and Regulations
Handbook. The electronic version provides sideby-side comparison of the inland and international rules, and is easier to use for comparisons
than the paper copy.
No paper distribution will be made of the publication by the Coast Guard. However, the Government Printing Oﬃce (GPO) may make paper
copies available at some future date. Currently,
paper copies may be purchased from third party

vendors, such as Amazon.
The Navigation Rules and Regulations Handbook
is not included in the Commandant Policy Letter
that allowed for carriage of electronic publications. 33 CFR 83.01 (g) requires that all vessels
greater than 12 meters shall carry on board, and
maintain for ready reference, a copy of the Rules.
The impediment to allowing an electronic copy
of the Rules is the requirement for access and
“ready reference.” The rule of thumb is a maximum of two minutes to comply with “ready reference,” which may be impossible on a computer or
other electronic device.
At present the guidance is to carry a paper copy
of the new Navigation Rules And Regulations
Handbook. Refer to the NAVCEN Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQ) for their interpretation
of the carriage requirement (http://www.navcen.
uscg.gov/?pageName=navRulesFAQ#0.3_1). Ω
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Protecting our Water:
Vessel Safety Checks Can Make A
Big Diﬀerence!
Richard Evans, DSO-MS 9 East
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than willing to make a diﬀerence. The spread
of invasive species, which has become a major
detriment to all waterways, remains out of control.
The world’s water supply is seriously threatened
by invasive species. We as a world community
must do everything within our power to prevent
and control what is getting to be a desperate
situation. As the spread of invasive vegetation
and animals perpetuates, conditions create
an imbalance that deprives our fresh water of
beneﬁcent life
forms and the
oxygen required
to maintain the
delicate balance
of the food chain
and resources
(yes, our food
supply, too!) for
the survival of life.

I joined the
USCG Auxiliary
because I am
passionate about
the safety and
well-being of our
waterways, especially the ones
where I live. Our
rivers, lakes and
We should best
streams should
use our talents
be ranked highand abilities to
est in terms of
confront this biopriorities when
logical nightmare.
we talk about
Although it may
caring for the
seem insigniﬁworlds’ resources
cant at ﬁrst, we
and providing for
have control over
future generaa serious starttions. Water is the
ing point: Vessel
principal element
Lionﬁsh, originally native to the Indo-Paciﬁc, are an invaSafety
Checks
of survival and the sive species within Flower Garden Banks National Marine
and the USCG
basis for sustainSanctuary (FGBNMS). After the introduction of lionﬁsh
Auxiliary presence
ing life on earth.
into the Western Atlantic in the late 1980’s, they entered the
at boat launches.
Citizens of the
Gulf of Mexico in 2009. In the fall of 2010, lionﬁsh were obBoaters, swimworld are well on
served in the northwestern Gulf at Sonnier Bank and nearmers, ﬁshermen,
their way toward
by oil and gas platforms. Finally, in July of 2011, they were
etc., who travel
agreeing that the
observed on all three banks of FGBNMS.Credit: Schmahl/
between bodies of
signiﬁcance of
FGBNMS, NOAA
water contribute
problems with
greatly albeit often
our waters is
unintentionally
escalating. Water
to the spread of invasive species. At the nationremains the world’s singular most important real level, all boaters as well as all boating safety
source. We need to take better care of it. To that
end, the USCG Auxiliary can play an exponential- leadership should consider making invasive species a “must cover” topic rather than an option for
ly beneﬁcial part.
discussion.
Too many people remain unwilling to acknowledge the growing water crisis. When I spoke of We are seeing concerned groups at all levels
in most regions discuss and educate the public
this at my division meeting it was strikingly ob(Continued on page 21)
vious. Auxiliarists do care deeply and are more
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Protecting our Water (Continued from page 20)

always popular or easy.

about invasive species. As Auxiliary members
and Vessel Examiners, our role is to reach out to
people in a positive and non-threatening way. We
should aim to raise awareness and to teach people to exercise all possible precautions. The vessel safety check process needs to have the concept of invasive species prevention as a major
talking point for all Vessel Safety Checks (VSC).
We must address the spread of invasive species
urgently. We need to work together in every possible way to craft an improved process. This can
be done by incorporating the current VSC form
and developing the interview processes in practice at the present time. Don’t say or even think,
“here comes another requirement” (dark cloud)
for Auxiliarists. This is optional. We each have
the choice and the power to make a diﬀerence. I
can oﬀer ﬁve strategies which I picked up in my
USCG Auxiliary training along the way:

4. Enable others to act on their own. Provide as
best you can the guidance, materials, eﬀort and
time that will enable as many Auxiliarists as possible to achieve success in educating the public.

1. Model the way. Demonstrate successful prevention methods to the public.
2. Inspire the shared vision. Get others to share
in the importance of taking the initiative to protect
water as a resource.

5. Encourage the heart. Develop a perpetuating
system, establishing appropriate evaluative and
reward criteria as well as feedback showing the
success of a job well done.
Recreational boating safety is job#1 for the
USCG Auxiliary. Marine safety, including the
control of invasive species, should also be a top
priority on that list. The Auxiliary provides key
opportunities in this area, especially for Vessel
Examiners. First and foremost, the education
that the Auxiliary can provide is exceptional and
an essential tool. We are all leaders, some more
than others, when it comes to carrying out our duties for the public. Through the training available
to us we not only can develop a background to
assist us with pollution and invasive species, but
we can also perpetuate the awareness that is basic to the well-being of our planet. Let’s work hard
to spread the message: “Keep our waters clear!”

P.S. Suggestion – Talk to your division and district
oﬃcers to see if we can encourage them to take
3. Challenge the processes. Move carefully
impetus to change the form ANSC 7012 and acthrough our Auxiliary political processes (and
centuate the interview process to better address
peer pressure) to touch all of the necessary bases and lead by example. Doing what is right is not the propagation and spread of invasive species.Ω

Be sure to visit the “What’s New”
section of the Prevention Directorate website for the latest news!
http://wow.uscgaux.info/content.php?unit=P-DEPT&category=WHATSNEW

Be sure to check the
“MS Alerts”
section of the
Prevention Directorate
website for important
notices!
https://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg5/
cg545/safetyalert.asp
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Navigation Systems Oﬀers
Mission Options
Brian Hinckley, DSO-NS, District 9 Western
Region

With all the mission diversity in the Auxiliary, we
still have to look at other avenues for some of
our members.
We have some great and very knowledgeable
members that want to get involved with the operational activities but might be unable to do so
due to some physical disabilities, do not wish to
become boat crew certiﬁed for other reasons, or
just want shore duties. Well, there are ways to
use their talents and knowledge.
I have been working with a few
members such as these in the
District 9 Western Region to get
them involved. We have been
using some of these members to
assist in the Navigation Systems
(NS) program. A good portion
of our private aids to navigation
(PATON) inspections are on
shore and accessible by private
vehicle. Another important part of
the NS program is bridge inspections. These are very accessible
by car, and, with the use of binoculars and a copy of the coast
pilot, a lot can be accomplished.
Then there is chart updating
and some of the updates are on
shore.
I just recently had a member
complete their performance qualiﬁcation standard for Aid Veriﬁer.
They did not want to participate
in boat crew activities but wanted to help. I worked with them
and they completed two shore
aids for their signoﬀs and did an
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excellent job. Since then, they have completed
three bridge inspections in areas of our area of
responsibility (AOR) where there are no ﬂotillas.
When we have the opportunity to help some of
our members feel good and become active members of the organization, it promotes a collegial
atmosphere. They are assisting not only the
Auxiliary but the Coast Guard as well. We all
work together and this promotes the “Team Coast
Guard” concept.
Land-based Aid Veriﬁer has also promoted interest in membership from a friend who had been
thinking of joining but was not interested in boat
crew activities. The Navigation Systems mission
piqued his interest.Ω

CHICAGO, Ill.--A small ﬂotilla of boats passes through the open
State Street Bridge on the Chicago River, Chicago, Illinois. Many
aids to navigations and lighted markers are located landside
both in secluded and densely populated urban areas like the
lights on the State Street Bridge. All must be checked periodically to ensure that they are working properly. Photo © Jeremy
Atherton, 2006. Creative commons license to use via Wikimedia
Commons
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UPV? What Is a UPV?

It is an Uninspected
Passenger Vessel.
Steve Rosenberg, ADSO-MS, Sector Los Angeles/Long Beach UPV team
From fellow Auxiliarists: “Well if it’s
uninspected, why do you inspect
them?” First, those of us who are
qualiﬁed Uninspected Passenger
Vessel (UPV) examiners don’t inspect a boat, we examine it.
From the UPV operators: “Do I
have to be inspected?” To the UPV
operator: “No, you don’t have to
have us on your boat.”
What is a UPV? It’s a boat that takes six or less
paying passengers onto federally controlled
waters. The typical UPV is a 6-pack ﬁshing boat
or a teaching boat, usually sail boat training. It’s
also a dinner cruise, gondola and other uses.
A better reply to a UPV operator: “Mr. UPV Captain, you don’t have to be examined, however,
you are still required to meet many CFRs (Code
of Federal Regulations) and a few USCs (United
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States Codes) to be compliant.”
Here in Sector Los Angeles/Long Beach we have
eight active UPV examiners and two trainees
to cover 270 miles of coastline, 11 harbors and
Santa Catalina Island. The northerly port is Morro Bay and the most southern port in our area of
responsibility is Dana Point.
OK, you ask, what do UPV examiners do? We
ﬁnd UPV operators, contact them, and explain
a bit of what is required to be compliant, then try to set an outreach
meeting. We are unpaid consultants.
Two of us meet with the operator
and come bearing gifts in the form
of education. Virtually all the single person operations are ignorant
about the requirements and give us
a very opened-eyed look when we
explain one of the requirements that
carries a maximum $5,500 ﬁne per
day per operator and crew member
if he has crew. That gets their attention.
In Division 7 District 11 Southern Region, we
have three of the 8 UPV examiners: Eldon Schierman, Tom Shaw and Steve Rosenberg.
Our job is to educate the UPV operators so that
their passengers will be safe. It is a task the
Coast Guard asked us to perform. For more information, here is a link to the 54 page USCG UPV
requirement guidebook:
http://www.uscg.mil/pvs/docs/
UPV_GUIDEBOOK_under100GT_
CGD11_rev2016.pdf
LOS ANGELES—Uninspected
Passenger Vessels examiners
Steve Rosenberg and Eldon
Schierman examined “Vanishing Girl,” a 40-foot 2012 Beniteau July 2015. Because the
boat is foreign built, it required
a MARAD waiver ($500) to do
commercial business. Photo
provided by Steve Rosenberg
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Auxiliary Eyes and Ears Help
Make Commuter Ferries Safer
By Sue Fry, DSO-MS 11 North

Stories on TV and radio tell of ferry boats in other
parts of the world capsizing or sinking because of
overloading, doors not being closed, running into
other boats or unnecessary loss of life due to not
having life preservers on board.
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Second, were the passengers boarding safely
on secured boarding ramps with handrails and
nonslip surfaces? Did the passengers have toilet
facilities kept in clean condition? Were there any
unusual odors from sewage or fuel upon getting
underway? Did the vessel use sound signals to
announce leaving the dock? Was a safety orientation given at the beginning of the trip?
Other items of concern include burned out lights,
cracked or broken windows, furniture not secured
to the deck or cabin, water leaking through doors
or through the ceiling evidenced by stained ceiling tiles, rust, dents, etc. The list goes on covering things like enough seats for all of the passengers, the passenger count on the observed trip,
racks or items in aisles or passageways, and of
course, were the
lifejackets stowed
correctly and in
good condition and
were children’s
separate from the
adult jackets and
properly marked?
The list is fairly
extensive and
has many more
items. It can also
be adjusted by the
domestic branch
to track speciﬁc
concerns they may
have.

When District 11 North began the Auxiliary Ferry
Vessel Audit Program in 2005, we
hoped that Auxiliary serving as safety auditors would
help assure the
boating public that
all operators of
passenger vessels
on San Francisco
Bay were following
required rules and
taking care of their
riders. Thus began a partnership
between Domestic
Inspection and
the Auxiliary to
SAN FRANCISCO--Golden Gate Ferry ‘Sonoma’ apWhile Auxiliarists
develop a proproaches the San Francisco Ferry Building. Photograph
are not inspectors,
gram whereby an
by Michael C. Berch, 2007 and released under free lithey do provide
Auxiliary observer
cense CC-BY-SA 2.5
a look at how the
would ride the ferry
operators of the
vessels to observe
various ferry vessel
and audit to encompanies
comply
with
the
Code
of Federal Regsure that safety requirements were met daily.
ulations governing their business between oﬃcial
Members of Domestic Inspection and the Auxinspections.
iliary developed a list of safety equipment and
The amount of time that an Auxiliarist can devote
practices thought to be of high importance on
to these audits ﬂuctuate over the years, yet we
Subchapter K or Subchapter T ferries. The ﬁrst
continue to provide this service to the Bay Area
concern was security awareness. Were the paspassengers and will continue to do so in the fusengers in an area where boarding was taking
ture as needed. Ω
place and not just wandering around? Were
MARSEC levels posted?
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Hazwoper Training
Curt Lundine, DSO-MS D13
Coast Guard Sector Commanders are tasked
with the safety of our ports and waterways, and
are responsible for taking swift and appropriate
action in response to hazardous waste or oil
pollution occurrences. The Coast Guard National
Strike Force is the principle agency prepared for
response to hazardous material or oil spills in our
waterways.
m operaCoast Guard Auxiliarists perform
er or by
tional activities on land, by water
air. Since many of these patrolss are
ajor
near large industrial areas of major
cities, they may potentially
discover a situation requiring hazardous material or
oil pollution investigation and
response. Sources of spills may
range from intentional dumping of
oil or waste, ﬁres in port facilitiess to the
accidental sinking of a vessel.
ons and
Most Hazardous Waste Operations
Emergency Response (HAZWOPER) training
is intended for either employees of businesses
who manufacture, store or transship hazardous
chemicals, or for professional hazardous material (HAZMAT) response team members. These
workers are in frequent contact with hazardous
materials and are prepared to safely manage the
material. Observers who discover an uncontrolled
material where it should not be are not so prepared.
Oil, as deﬁned by the National Response Plan
(NRP), includes petroleum, fuel oil, sludge, oil
refuse, and oil mixed with solid or liquid wastes,
but not dredge spoils. Marine oil spill responders
face a wide variety of health and safety hazards,
including ﬁre and exposure to carcinogens or
other chemical hazards. HAZWOPER training
requirements for marine oil spill emergency
response are found in 29CFR 1910.120(Q)(6).
Appropriate knowledge and training prepare the
HAZWOPER-trained responder to safely enter an
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active cleanup area.
HAZWOPER requirements do not apply to incidental releases that are limited in quantity and
pose no safety and health threat to workers.
These oil spills can be quickly absorbed or controlled by the responsible party or a cleanup
contractor at the time of the release.
Auxiliarists who regularly perform operational
missions near possible pollution sites should be
provided training appropriate to the level of involvement expected of them. All personnel including Coast Guard and Auxiliary members who
participate in response to any suspected oil spill
sus
or possible suspected
hazardous materials
release are required
r
by Occupational Health
Safet Administration to have a level
and Safety
train
of training
appropriate to their duties
and responsibilities. The most basic
le
level
of training is “First Responder Awareness,” a 10–hour
basic self-study course available from Federal Emergency
M
Management Agency Emergency
Mana
Management Institute known as
ICS-IS 5.A.
In general, Auxiliarists
A
should stay upwind
and/or upstrea
upstream of any spill or release and
practice situational awareness. Auxiliarists who
discover a release of hazardous material or an oil
spill should always make personal safety practices a ﬁrst priority, and are authorized only to
observe and report hazards to higher authority.
Interested Auxiliary members may assist the
Coast Guard Marine Environmental Protection
Program by qualifying as an Auxiliary Assistant
Pollution Responder (AUX-ED). This is available
where needed and allowed by the local Sector,
and is a part of the Auxiliary Marine Safety Insignia Program. Ω
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One more thing: I am a member of the Coast
Guard Art Program with the
personal mission of getting the
Auxiliary represented in this body
of work. This year’s challenge
includes Marine Safety missions
from Port and Facility Inspections, Commercial Fishing Vessel
and Uninspected Passenger
Vessel inspections, etc...

This is our second issue and
we truly hope that you ﬁnd it
interesting and informative.
If you are involved in Marine
Safety missions, this is the best
place to tell others what you
are doing to both recognize the
eﬀorts of participating members
and to encourage others to get
involved in Marine Safety missions.
What we need from you:

2. Don’t worry about grammar
and punctuation. We will edit all
submissions. Do mention the
participating members by name.
This applauds their contributions
and encourages other members
to participate.
3. Recurring columns from each
division. We have amassed a
great deal of information that we
should share with our members.
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Coast Guard Art Program

From our Editor

1. Announcements and articles of interest. Articles do
not need to be lengthy. Often
one or two simple paragraphs
suﬃce to express a concept or
inform readers about a program
change or an activity.

2016

Shuttle Launch, 2009, by artist Dorothy Joan Riley depicts
an Auxiliary vessel maintaining a safety zone under the
path of a shuttle launch at
Cape Canaveral. Historical
accuracy is critical for inclusion in the Coast Guard Art
Program collection. While the
painting is a composite of two
separate images, it maintains
historical accuracy.

4. Photographs: Photographs are always welcome and should be high-resolution. Forward
photos as attachments. Do not embed them in an
email or text document. Be sure to tell us WHO is
depicted, WHEN the photo was taken, WHERE
it was taken, and the activity or event depicted
(WHAT/WHY). Also, always include the name of
the photographer or cite the source of the photograph. We cannot publish photographs without this information.
The submission deadline for our next issue is
Aug. 15, 2016. Please forward all submissions to
Deborah Johnson, DVC-PO or Dottie Riley, BCPOT.

I need photographs of missions
showing both Auxiliary and active
duty Coast Guard members
working together. (The presence
of active duty increases the odds
of acceptance.) Please send me
your photographs to use as visual reference! Hopefully, we can
get our contributions to Prevention acknowledged in this august
collection.
Information about the Coast
Guard Fine Art Program
(COGAP): http://coastguard.
dodlive.mil/tag/coast-guard-artprogram/
I look forward to your submissions to Safety Lines and to receiving your photos for the Coast
Guard Art Program painting!
Dorothy Joan Riley, BC-POT

